Tantamount

Tantamount
Trained to fight, lead, and sail the ocean
that is space, Nel Vaughn has the makings
of a hero. She should have been the best,
but Nel forsake a career with the Alliance
and now sails the Free Lanes on the
Tantamount with its misfit crew, Kitsune
cabin girl, and absent-minded captain.
During a stopover for repairs, Nel and the
Tantamount are coerced into ferrying
medical cargo to a planet at war.
Complicating the job are the Tantamounts
unwanted passengersa Guildswoman; her
golem; and a charming, mysterious
strangereach with their own agenda. When
Nel discovers the sinister truth behind their
mercy mission, her simple goal of keeping
her ship intact and her crew safe seems
impossible ... unless Nel chooses to be the
hero she was meant to be.
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tantamount - Wiktionary Creative agency and publishing house working across print and digital media to offer
complete visual ID, branding, graphic design and editorial services. none If you say that one thing is tantamount to a
second, more serious thing, you are emphasizing how bad, unacceptable, or unfortunate the first thing is by
Tantamount Define Tantamount at tantamount definition, meaning, what is tantamount: being almost the same or
having the same effect as something, usually something bad: . Learn more. tantamount (adjective) definition and
synonyms Macmillan Dictionary equivalent, as in value, force, effect, or signification: His angry speech was
tantamount to a declaration of war. Tantamount - definition of tantamount by The Free Dictionary tantamount
pronunciation. How to say tantamount. Listen to the audio pronunciation in English. Learn more. tantamount definition of tantamount in English Oxford Dictionaries tantamount - traduction anglais-francais. Forums pour
discuter de tantamount, voir ses formes composees, des exemples et poser vos questions. Gratuit. tantamount meaning
- definition of tantamount by Mnemonic Dictionary When something is tantamount to another thing it is essentially
its equivalent. For some animal activists, wearing fur is tantamount to murder. Tantamount Definition of Tantamount
by Merriam-Webster Synonyms for tantamount at with free online thesaurus, antonyms, and definitions. Dictionary
and Word of the Day. tantamount - pronunciation of tantamount by Macmillan Dictionary Definition of tantamount
written for English Language Learners from the Merriam-Webster Learners Dictionary with audio pronunciations, usage
examples, and tantamount Pronunciation in English - Cambridge Dictionary Definition of tantamount adjective in
Oxford Advanced Learners Dictionary. Meaning, pronunciation, picture, example sentences, grammar, usage notes,
tantamount (adj.) - Online Etymology Dictionary How to use tantamount in a sentence. Example sentences with the
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word tantamount. tantamount example sentences. Be tantamount Synonyms, Be tantamount Antonyms : equivalent
in value, significance, or effect a relationship tantamount to marriage. Use tantamount in a sentence tantamount
sentence examples Define tantamount (adjective) and get synonyms. What is tantamount (adjective)? tantamount
(adjective) meaning, pronunciation and more by Macmillan Tantamount - Definition for English-Language Learners
from The definition of tantamount is something akin to or virtually the same as. An example of tantamount is when an
omission is viewed as the same thing as a lie. tantamount Meaning in the Cambridge English Dictionary Synonyms
for is tantamount to at with free online thesaurus, antonyms, and definitions. Dictionary and Word of the Day.
Tantamount dictionary definition tantamount defined - YourDictionary tantamount /?t?nt??ma?nt/USA
pronunciation adj. [be + ~ + to]. equivalent, as in value, force, effect, or signification:That insult was tantamount to a
slap in the Another word for tantamount Synonyms for tantamount 2003, In Bosnia, as in Rwanda, however,
passive neutrality was tantamount to complicity with the perpetrators of ethnic cleansing and mass murder The
tantamount - Dictionary of English tantamount synonyms: adjective Agreeing exactly in value, quantity, or effect:
equal, equivalent, even1, identical, same. Idioms: on a par, one and the same. Tantamount legal definition of
tantamount tantamount - Translation to Spanish, pronunciation, and forum discussions. Tantamount definition and
meaning Collins English Dictionary Pronunciation of tantamount. How to say tantamount with audio by Macmillan
Dictionary. Tantamount Synonyms, Tantamount Antonyms Look up tantamount at : 1640s, from verbal phrase tant
amount be equivalent (1620s), from Anglo-French tant amunter amount to as much tantamount - English-French
Dictionary Definition of tantamount in the Legal Dictionary - by Free online English dictionary and encyclopedia.
What is tantamount? Meaning of tantamount as a legal tantamount Critics say the arrangement is tantamount to a
dictatorship. A simple error of judgement was tantamount to artistic suicide. With Harry, omission tantamount
meaning of tantamount in Longman Dictionary of Synonyms for is tantamount to at with free online thesaurus,
antonyms, and definitions. Dictionary and Word of the Day. tantamount Definition in the Cambridge English
Dictionary - Meaning of tantamount and a memory aid (called Mnemonic) to retain that meaning for long time in our
memory. tantamount adjective - Definition, pictures, pronunciation and usage Is tantamount to Synonyms, Is
tantamount to - tantamount meaning, definition, what is tantamount: being almost the same or having the same effect
as something, usually something bad: . Learn more. tantamount - English-Spanish Dictionary - Synonyms for be
tantamount at with free online thesaurus, antonyms, and definitions. Dictionary and Word of the Day. Tantamount
definition and meaning Collins English Dictionary equivalent in seriousness to virtually the same as Meaning,
pronunciation, example sentences, and more from Oxford Dictionaries. tantamount - Dictionary Definition : If you
say that one thing is tantamount to another, more serious thing, you are emphasizing how bad, unacceptable, or
unfortunate the first thing is by comparing
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